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THE HISTORY OF ALTRAD MOTHERWELL BRIDGE LIMITED – CLAYTON WALKER GASHOLDERS 

 
Clayton Walker Gasholders division of Altrad Motherwell Bridge Limited were originally two separate 
businesses, Clayton, Son and Co. Limited (Clayton) and Walker Engineering Limited (Walker).  Both were 
long established UK companies in the gasholder industry, and were amalgamated into one gasholder 
business in the late 1990’s under Motherwell Bridge Limited. 
 
Walker was founded in 1835 and Clayton in 1862, both with the specific purpose of building gasholders for 
the then emerging requirement to store Town Gas within the UK. 
 
Both companies continued, as competitors, in the gasholder industry until 1990, when the Clayton Group 
procured Walker with the objective of uniting the two gasholder businesses and being able to offer all types 
of technology to customers requiring low pressure gas storage. 
 
Up to the consolidation Walker had concentrated their activities in the Wiggins (dry seal) and Klonne (grease 
seal) gasholder technologies, whilst Clayton had focused on the water-sealed and MAN (waterless) 
gasholder technologies.  The merging of the two companies brought together, for the first time in the 
industry, a total range of gasholder technologies and solutions under one roof. 
 
The Wiggins (dry seal) technology was obtained under a licensing agreement, initially with GATX in the USA, 
and subsequently the license continued with Brown Minneapolis Tank (division of ITEQ).  The license for 
Wiggins Gasholders ran out when ITEQ went into liquidation in the late 1990’s. 
 
The Klonne (grease seal) gasholder technology was obtained under a license agreement with Klonne AG of 
Germany, until the agreement was terminated in the early 1970’s. 
 
The MAN (waterless or tar seal or oil seal) gasholder technology was obtained under a licensing agreement 
with Maschinenfabrik-Ausburg-Nuernburg AG (M.A.N.) of Germany, which ran from the early 1920’s until 
M.A.N. decided to withdraw from the gasholder industry in 1966.  Clayton was released by M.A.N. at that 
time and continued to design and build the MAN type of gasholders, although no longer with the support of 
the licensing agreement. 
 
Clayton was a pioneer of modern water-sealed gasholder design and, in particular, developed the spiral 
guiding concept which subsequently dominated the UK’s Town Gas storage industry. 
 
Clayton and Walker have been responsible for many developments in gasholder technology.  For example, 
since released from the MAN license, Clayton have made a number of important modifications to the 
technology, resulting in significant improvements; Walker developed the Wiggins technology far beyond the 
original concepts of the inventor, John Wiggins, when he first proposed his ideas and concept in the late 
1940’s.  Today, Wiggins type gasholder seal technology, in particular, has been taken to new limits by the 
development efforts of MB-CWG and their partner Trelleborg Flexible Containment Solutions (Dunlop), 
involving the creation of “deep” seals (to permit larger capacity Wiggins type gasholders using a single seal), 
the development of the thick shell design (to allow the gasholder’s shell to be erected by the “jacking” 
methodology – a more cost effective and safer construction method) and the generation of new seal 
materials specifically engineered to provide extended service capability on onerous gas applications, for 
example, high temperature gas (LD/BOS/BOF gas) and gases with aggressive long-chain aromatic 
hydrocarbon constituents (coke oven gas). 
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In 1994, Motherwell Bridge Group purchased the Clayton Group and in the subsequent years, all non-
gasholder functions of Clayton and Walker were either absorbed into other parts of the Motherwell Bridge 
Group, sold on or closed down, leaving Clayton and Walker to concentrate solely on their mainstream and 
core gasholder activities.  The two businesses were merged to form one gasholder business and identity. 
 
Motherwell Bridge Limited was acquired by Cape Plc in 2013, and then in 2017 Cape Plc was purchased by 
Altrad, a global multi-disciplined integrated support services business, and whilst we are a member of a 
much bigger organisation, it is still business as usual for MB-CWG. 
 
MB-CWG’s scope of services includes design, engineering, site supervision, inspection and repair functions.  
All manufacture is sub-contracted, under close control, as is the site works.  Whilst MB-CWG can supply all 
gasholder components from the UK, it is more cost effective for the non-strategic components of the 
gasholder and the erection of the same to be carried out using indigenous resources of the country in which 
the gasholder is to be constructed.  Strategic components, for example seals, special ropes and bearings, 
gasholder instruments, etc. remain within the scope of MB-CWG’s supply. 
 
MB-CWG is regarded as one of the industry’s leading Gasholder Specialists, providing various gasholder 
solutions in many parts of the world, including new builds, equipment overhauls, replacement seals, strategic 
parts and inspection services. 
 
In terms of experience, MB-CWG have a long-established record of providing long term gas storage 
solutions to numerous Iron and Steel customers all over the world.  Our gasholders have been used to 
successfully store LD, Blast Furnace and Coke Oven Gases, where applicable under the most demanding of 
circumstances.  Our services include, but are not limited to, design and engineering of new gasholders, 
supply and installation of gasholder seals, trouble-shooting and root cause analysis.   From the company’s 
wide-ranging experience MB-CWG has achieved a broad understanding of the special conditions gasholders 
are expected to work under, and accordingly the company can provide objective and constructive solutions 
in every case. 
 
 


